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This year marked the 25th anniversary of ILCO’s
annual conference - “The Power of You”. It was,
once again, another successful and unforgettable
conference. The event was held at the Sheraton on
The Falls in Niagara Falls, Ontario. We hope that
all attendees enjoyed their special anniversary gift
and we look forward to seeing you roll it out at next
year’s conference.

Keynote Speakers

David Chilton, author of the personal finance
book The Wealthy Barber and former cast member
of CBC’s Dragons’ Den, kicked off the start of a
busy conference with his humour and positive
perspective on life.

Golf

The Honourable David C. Onley offered advice
and encouragement on how to achieve success,
speaking from his experience as the former
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario.

The annual ILCO Conference provides
attendees with great learning and development
opportunities and the chance to network with
other professionals.

This year’s golf tournament was held at Ussher’s
Creek, part of Legends on the Niagara. See the
separate article and photos inside the newsletter.

Summary

Olympic champion Mark Tewksbury and Olympic
coach Debbie Muir, shared some team building
activities and practical tools to help you challenge
yourself to do better. We collected some great words
from the group and will be sharing them with you Keep a look out!

The success of the conference is not possible
without the support of our sponsors, exhibitors
and attendees. We thank all of you for your
continued support. And a special thanks to
our 2015 conference committee and the ILCO
office staff.

Speakers

We hope to see you at next year’s conference
in Montréal, Québec, to be held at Fairmont
The Queen Elizabeth, from May 11 to May 14,
2016.

This year’s agenda included 28 different workshops
which provided attendees with a variety of legal
topics to choose from. As always, the speakers were
exceptional and offered attendees the opportunity to
expand their knowledge. We thank all the speakers
for taking time from their busy schedules to present
at, and attend, the conference.

Rose Kottis, Margaret Tsetsakos and
Maddie Lepore
ILCO Conference Co-chairs, 2015

Vacations Honoured.

The Most Trusted Authority in Legal Personnel.

Cartel knows.

Toronto Office
Zaheeda Merali, Manager, Law Clerk Division
One, First Canadian Place, Suite 2550
100 King Street West, Toronto, ON M5X 1A4
Tel. 416.359.1984 or 416.359.9000 x 210
Fax. 416.359.9500 | zaheeda@cartelinc.com

MESSAGES FROM ILCO
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
If you attended ILCO’s 25th annual
conference in Niagara Falls, you
attended some outstanding keynote
sessions, along with those in the various
areas of law which were informative and
gave us all some good practice tips. Our
attendees also had the opportunity to
visit with various exhibitors during the
conference to see what new programs
and opportunities are available for law
clerks.

Have you renewed your membership yet? By
now, you should have received your renewal
package. If you have not, please contact the
membership coordinator at the ILCO office
and a package will be sent to you.
I encourage you to spread the word about
ILCO’s upcoming certification program. It
will raise the profiles of law clerks who are
members of ILCO.

ILCO has a new general manager,
Kelly Logan. Kelly brings a lot of
experience in helping organizations to
utilize technology efficiently and raise
their profiles within their respective
industry. Kelly has some great ideas
for ILCO and the board of directors is
excited to be working with her.
The board of directors and staff wish
everyone a safe and happy summer!
Lisa Matchim
President

ILCO Newsletter Update – New electronic format
The ILCO Newsletter Committee is
pleased to announce a new electronic
format for this current newsletter and
future editions. As you can see, the
format is interactive with hyperlinks to
advertisers’ websites and articles from

the index on the cover page. We hope you
enjoy the new features.

re-print with permission, please contact
ILCO at newsletter@ilco.on.ca.

Also, if you have written an interesting
article or know of an article that would be of
interest to law clerks which ILCO can

Christopher Poirier and Anna Traer
(Co-chairs) and Shaneen Laity and
Clint Savary, Newsletter Committee

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM AT ILCO
Help Shape Our Future Law Clerks – ILCO is considering a Mentorship Program and needs your input. We are looking for
experienced law clerks to work with students and junior law clerks for a rewarding experience. If you are interested in being a mentor
or wish to contribute to this program, please contact info@ilco.on.ca

ILCO’S 26 th ANNUAL CONFERENCE – MAY 11-14, 2016
We hope to see you at next year’s conference in Montréal, Québec, to be held at Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth from
May 11 to May 14, 2016.
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ILCO Pre-conference reception – MAY 27, 2015

Conference – Speakers & exhibitors
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FEELING
OVEREXTENDED?
LEAVE IT TO US
Centro Legal Works can eliminate time-consuming search and registration responsibilities from your to-do list. We can help
increase your efficiency so you can focus on time-sensitive internal requests. For two decades, we have been assisting law clerks
and saving firms valuable time and money.

What Can Centro Legal
Works Do For You?
• Corporate & Business Name Searches
• Corporate & Business Document Filings
• Corporation and Business Name Searches
• PPSA Search & Registration Services
• Due Diligence Search Services
• Court Searches and Document Retrieval
• NUANS Name Services
• Corporate Kits & Supplies
• Document Authentication & Legalization Services

Visit our website today
to ask a question, obtain pricing
information, and request a pick-up!

CentroLegalWorks.com
Call: 416.599.4040 | 1.877.239.6616 Fax: 416.599.8655 | 1.877.239.0244
Email: search@centrolegalworks.com

Why Work With Centro
Legal Works?
• We eliminate the need for additional in-house resources
• We save you time by eliminating time-consuming data-entry
• We offer flexible, volume-based pricing
• We are a back up solution for busy and short-staff situations
• We fill in the gaps between online and manual services
• We process all manual Corporate Filings & Registrations
• We are an outlet for direct communication with the MGS
• We are a single contact for search coverage nation wide

ILCO 25th anniversary – conference 2015
Sue Kavanagh
Perley-Robertson, Hill & McDougall LLP

25 years and counting …
A perspective from a law clerk who attended all 25 conferences!
ILCO recently celebrated the
25th anniversary of their annual
conference and I am very proud to
say that I have attended every single
one. WOW, where did 25 years go!!!
We’ve come a long way from a one
day event, with just a few exhibitors
to a two and ½ day event with over
30 exhibitors.
I remember the first conference held
in Toronto at Osgoode Hall. Three
other law clerks and I travelled from
Ottawa to Toronto for the one day
event not really knowing what to
expect. I can’t really remember how
many law clerks attended but my
recollection is that the lecture hall
was full of participants eager to learn,
share information and network.
The conference certainly fit the bill
and upon leaving I was anxiously
awaiting the next conference.
The early years of conference
were held at educational facilities,
alternating between Osgoode Hall
one year and another university city
the next; like Western University
in London, Carleton University in
Ottawa and Queen’s University in
Kingston. The conference quickly
grew from a one day event to two
days and then to the current format
of 2-1/2 days. ILCO realized that
with the number of attendees and
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the number of exhibitors growing, it was
time to move to conference facilities, so
off to Kempenfelt Conference Centre in
Barrie we went. As attendees arrived at
Kempenfelt we certainly knew that we
had outgrown staying in the University
residences and sharing a bathroom and
shower and embraced the luxury of a
conference centre. There was no looking
back and onward and upward we went
from there with conferences held over
the years numerous times and at various
venues throughout the greater Toronto
area, three times in Ottawa, three times in
London, twice at each of Blue Mountain,
Niagara-on-the-Lake and Deerhurst
Resort, in Kingston, in Barrie, in Quebec
City and who could forget, Halifax.
As the venues got better, so did the
caliber of speakers over the years. Each
year the ILCO conference has offered
interesting topics in specific areas of law
as well as outstanding keynote speakers
for personal development.
When the golf tournament was added
16 years ago it was just another added
bonus to the conference experience. I
wasn’t a golfer back then but have since
picked up the game and have enjoyed
the camaraderie on the course for many
years now.
We owe so much gratitude to
Sylvia Morris, a past President of ILCO
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who had the vision and spearheaded
the idea of conference so many years
ago. Also thanks to the many sponsors
and exhibitors who continue to
support ILCO and our profession by
participating at conference each year.
I’ve had the pleasure of serving on
the conference committee numerous
times and although it was hard work,
it was always a rewarding experience
to see it all come together.
When I look back over the last 25
years we have seen a lot of changes in
our profession. Attending conference
has always aided in keeping us upto-date on changes to legislation
and technology and promoting
ourselves and our profession. When
I return from conference I’m always
energized from attending and not
just because I’ve come home with
another great prize !!!
To the Board and Conference
Committee at ILCO, keep up the
good work and I look forward to the
next conference in Montreal in 2016.
Sue Kavanagh,
Law Clerk, Manager
Corporate Services,
Perley-Robertson,
Hill & McDougall LLP,
Ottawa, ON

ILCO Pre-Conference Golf Tournament – May 27th, 2015
Ian Curry, Chris Poirier and Anna Traer

Sponsored By

This year’s 16th annual golf
tournament was held at Ussher’s
Creek Golf Course, part of Legends
on the Niagara in Niagara Falls. 36
golfers at all levels enjoyed this fun
event. Ricoh, the title sponsor put
on another great tournament with a
post-game reception on the patio of
the clubhouse where golfers enjoyed
cool drinks and delicious hors
d’oeuvres. A good time was had by
all – a great way to relax and mingle
among colleagues, exhibitors and
friends.

Congratulations to 2 winning teams
with a score of 72 net (par) - Team 1:
Patti Ground of McCarthy Tetrault,
Lisa Huestis and Jean Marques of
Magna International and Craig Fisk
of Ricoh; and Team 2: Nancy Johnson
of Dickson MacGregor Appell, Darren
Cooper of Emergent and Ryan Allott and
Lou Bertoli of Newell Rubbermaid. Also
congratulations to the contest winners:
Penny Lindsay of Lerners for Straightest
Drive; Jean Marques for Closest to the
Pin; Annette Fournier of Thornton

Grout Finnigan for Ladies Longest
Drive; and Adam Sampson of First
Base Solutions for Men’s Longest
Drive.

Dillon Craig, Chris Poirier,
Ian Curry, Danielle Walker

Penny Lindsay, Debbie Miller,
Anna Traer, Roger Shoreman

Susan Weichert, Sue Kavanagh,
Liz McHugh, Steven Spagnolo

Natalie Wilson, Brent Tamane,
Kurt Steinfort, Gene Roberts

Ryan Allott, Lou Bertoli,
Darren Cooper, Nancy Johnstone,

Cirlene Pessoa, Charmain Menage,
Brian Menage, Melanie Steele

Adam Sampson, Salena Visser,
Annette Fournier, Tim Somerville

Katalin Imbert, Clint Savary,
Helga Morales, Ryan MacDonald

Craig Fisk, Patti Ground,
Lisa Huestis, Jean Marques

Again, ILCO gratefully thanks the
title sponsor
for making
the tournament a great success.
Please join us next year for this fun
event!
Ian Curry, Chris Poirier and
Anna Traer
Directors, ILCO Golf Tournament
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Commercial real estate deals
are complex.
Working with FCT isn’t.
You already know that when you title insure a commercial transaction you increase efficiency and help
to protect your client’s investment.
But if you’re looking for more than speed and risk mitigation at competitive rates— if you are looking
for a true partner that you can rely on for friendly and prompt, professional service, you’re looking for
FCT. We put our industry-leading expertise to work hard for you. With FCT, you always have the support
and solutions you need, no matter how complicated the commercial world gets.

So go ahead, partner with FCT on your next deal.
Making the call is easy.
u FCT.ca

I 1.866.804.3112

Join the conversation

® Registered Trademark of First American Financial Corporation.
™ Trademark of First American Financial Corporation.

New “Start-up” Crowdfunding

NewExemptions
“Start-up”Adopted
Crowdfunding
Exemptions Adopted in
in
Canadian
Jurisdictions
SomeSome
Canadian
Jurisdictions
Paul Hayward
AUM LawAUM Law | Paul Hayward | June 5, 2015

This is the second of our nutshell series on regulatory developments affecting crowdfunding and
other online financing portals.
On May 14, 2015, the securities regulatory authorities of British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Québec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia (the participating jurisdictions) announced that they were adopting
substantially harmonized registration and prospectus exemptions (the start-up crowdfunding exemptions) to
allow start-up and early-stage companies in these jurisdictions to raise up to $500,000 per calendar year
through online funding portals.
As explained in the related notice, Multilateral CSA Notice 45-316 Start-up Crowdfunding Registration and
Prospectus Exemptions, the exemptions are being implemented by way of local blanket orders on or shortly
after the publication of the CSA notice, and will be in effect until May 13, 2020.
The start-up crowdfunding exemptions consist of an exemption from the prospectus requirement (the startup prospectus exemption) and an exemption from the dealer registration requirement (the start-up
registration exemption).

Start-Up Prospectus Exemption
The start-up prospectus exemption allows non-reporting issuers (but not reporting issuers) to issue eligible
securities, subject to a number of conditions, including the following:
•

The head office of the issuer must be located in a participating jurisdiction.

•

The issuer must distribute its securities through an online funding portal that is either relying on the start-up
registration exemption (discussed below) or is operated by a registered dealer. Registered dealers that
operate funding portals must meet their existing registration obligations under securities legislation and
also confirm that they will comply with certain conditions of the start-up registration exemption.

•

The issuer must distribute its securities using a prescribed form of offering document that includes basic
information about the issuer, its management and the distribution, including intended use of funds raised
and the minimum offering amount.

•

The issuer (and any other issuer in the “issuer group”) cannot raise more than $250,000 per distribution
and is limited to two start-up crowdfunding distributions per calendar year (but is able to make other
distributions in reliance on other prospectus exemptions). No person may invest more than $1,500 per
start-up crowdfunding distribution (but with no limit on the number of distributions in which the investor
may participate).

•

The distribution cannot remain open for more than 90 days.

•

The issuer must provide each investor with a contractual right to withdraw their offer to purchase securities
within 48 hours of the purchaser’s subscription or notification to the purchaser that the offering document
has been amended.

•

None of the promoters, directors, officers and control persons (collectively, the principals) of the issuer
group is a principal of the funding portal.

The eligible securities are subject to an indefinite hold period and can only be resold under another
prospectus exemption, under a prospectus or four months after the issuer becomes a reporting issuer.

Start-Up Registration Exemption
The conditions to the start-up registration exemption include the following:
•

The funding portal must deliver a funding portal information form and individual information forms for each
of its principals to a participating jurisdiction at least 30 days before facilitating its first start-up
crowdfunding distribution in the jurisdiction.

•

A participating regulator may extend the initial 30-day review period and may remove the registration
exemption (at any time) by notifying the funding portal that it has determined that the business of the
funding portal is prejudicial to the public interest because the principals or their past conduct demonstrate
a lack of
integrity,
financial responsibility, or
relevant knowledge or expertise.

•
•

Continued on Page 10

The head office of the funding portal must be located in Canada (but, unlike the case for issuers, may be
located in a non-participating jurisdiction, such as Ontario or Alberta).
LAW CLERK’S REVIEW, AUGUST 2015
The majority of the funding portal’s directors must be Canadian residents.
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•

The head office of the funding portal must be located in Canada (but, unlike the case for issuers, may be
located in a non-participating jurisdiction, such as Ontario or Alberta).

•

The majority of the funding portal’s directors must be Canadian residents.

•

The funding portal cannot provide advice to a purchaser or otherwise recommend or represent that an
eligible security is suitable, or comment on the merits of the investment.

•

The funding portal cannot receive a commission, fee or any other amount from a purchaser of securities.

•

The funding portal must make the offering document and the risk warnings available online to purchasers,
and must not allow a subscription until the purchaser has confirmed that he or she has read and
understood these documents.

•

The funding portal must receive payment for securities electronically through the funding portal’s website.

•

The funding portal must hold the purchasers’ assets separate and apart from its own property, in trust for
the purchasers and, in the case of cash, at a Canadian financial institution.

•

The funding portal must maintain books and records at its head office to accurately record its financial
affairs and client transactions, and to demonstrate the extent of the funding portal’s compliance with the
start-up crowdfunding exemption orders for a period of eight years from the date a record is created.

•

The funding portal must either
release funds to the issuer after the minimum offering amount has been reached and the 48hour right of withdrawal has elapsed, or
return the funds to purchasers if the minimum offering amount is not reached or if the start-up
crowdfunding distribution is withdrawn by the issuer.

Although it may seem unusual to provide an exemption from the registration requirement, but then
reimpose many registration-like requirements as conditions of the exemption, this approach arguably
reduces the registration requirement to a very “light touch” regime and allows the portal to avoid many
additional obligations that ordinarily apply to registered firms. On the other hand, this approach may also
result in some uncertainty, such as whether a regulator’s decision to remove the registration exemption is
subject to the same “fitness for registration” criteria and protections as a decision to refuse, suspend or
revoke a registration, and may result in some additional risks to investors, such as in relation to the portal’s
ability to handle investor funds.
Nevertheless, on balance, the approach reflected in the start-up crowdfunding exemptions represents an
attempt to tailor a regulatory regime that is sensitive to concerns about regulatory burden and principles of
proportionate regulation, and allows issuers and portals a measure of choice over the regulatory regime
under which they wish to operate.
As explained in our first nutshell of this series, Equity Crowdfunding Portals, we may soon see a number of
different crowdfunding models operating in Canada, including the following:
•

the start-up crowdfunding exemption model for relatively small offerings of up to $500,000 per year (with
an investor limit of $1500 per investment)

•

the 45-108 crowdfunding model as described in proposed Multilateral Instrument 45-108 Crowdfunding (MI
45-108) for offerings of up to $1.5 million per year (with an investor limit of $2,500 per investment)

•

broader crowdfunding based on other prospectus exemptions, such as the offering memorandum
exemption or the accredited investor exemption (with generally no issuer or investor limits)

In this regard, it is particularly welcome that the start-up crowdfunding exemption has been amended from
the original March 2014 proposal to allow offerings to be made through portals operated by registered
dealers. In view of this change, registered dealers that are subject to higher regulatory requirements may
also add start-up crowdfunding offerings to their activities. This may make it easier for the remaining
jurisdictions, such as Ontario and Alberta, to introduce a similar start-up prospectus exemption in the future.
At a time when there appears to be little apparent movement south of the border on the crowdfunding
proposals published by the SEC in October 2013, the choice of models being made available to Canadian
issuers and investors is very welcome.

ILCO
Paul
Hayward,
Senior
LegalLegal
Counsel
of AUM
Law forLaw
permitting
ILCO to ILCO
reprint the
ILCOwishes
wishestotothank
thank
Paul
Hayward,
Senior
Counsel
of AUM
for permitting
article
published
June
4,
2015
to reprint the article published June 4, 2015
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The title insurer that
puts you front row, centre
Putting the legal community front and centre has made
us the #1 choice with Canadian legal professionals for
over a decade. While other title insurers go head to
head with you for your business, Stewart Title does not
support programs that reduce or eliminate the legal
professional’s role in real estate transactions. Instead,
we focus on what matters to you:
• unsurpassed policy coverage
• competitive pricing
• underwriting expertise
At Stewart Title, we keep real estate transactions
where they belong – in your office!

1-888-667-5151 or www.stewart.ca

Are Employees Ever Really “Off the Clock”?
Meaghan S. Hughes
Cox and Palmer

Off-duty conduct of employees
was subsequently uploaded to You Tube.
appropriate form of discipline, the
has been a hot topic in the news
The video shows the grievor insisting the
arbitrator considered the fact that
recently. In the age of round-themale student apologize to her daughter,
the grievor had identified herself
clock social media, inappropriate
yelling inappropriate comments and
as a TDSB employee and directed
employee conduct can have farobscenities at him, and telling him she
vulgar and profane language at a
reaching effects on an employer’s
works for the TDSB and can find out
TDSB student on TDSB property.
brand and reputation. Employers
anything she wants to find out about him.
Clearly, the grievor’s conduct was
often face significant public pressure
substantially connected to her
to terminate an employee based on
The employer dismissed the grievor
employment and impacted the
off-duty conduct, but concerns arise
on the basis that she had breached
TDSB’s reputation for those who saw
when terminations are unwarranted
its employment policies, one of
or heard about the incident.
and may result in grievances
which specifically provided that it is
Lessons for Employers:
unionized Aenvironments)
or
unacceptable
for an employee Proportionality
to insult,
CLE:(in
E-Discovery,
Proactive Approach
CLE: Understanding
wrongful termination lawsuits (in
degrade or direct demeaning comments
On Monday, April 4, the GTA division of ILCO’s Continuing
On Monday, February 28, the GTA division of ILCO’s Continuing
The test for determining whether
non-unionized
environments).
to a child.
The union grieved the
Legal Education Committee was pleased to welcome Wendy
Legal Education Committee was pleased to welcome Pamela
termination is justified varies slightly
arguing
theandaltercation
Cole of
LexisNexisthat
Canada
Crystal O’Donnell of Potter
Fontaine-Peters of Micrapol Associates Ltd. Ms. Fontaine- dismissal,
on whether or not the
Farrelly
& Associates.
Ms. Cole
O’Donnell depending
presented
PetersThe
presented
“E-Discovery,
recent
case ofA Proactive
Union Approach”.
of PublicWe were
occurred
when
the grievor
wasandoffMs.duty
“Understanding Proportionality”. We were very fortunate
to
fortunate to have such an engaging and knowledgeable speaker.
workplace
is unionized; however,
Employees, Local 4400 v. Toronto
and that the employer has no jurisdiction
have these two conversant and engaging speakers.
Ms. Fontaine-Peters provided participants with practical
the
overall
factors
to be considered
District
School
Board,
2015
or authority over what employees do in
information respecting electronic discovery. Her presentation
Ms.
Cole
and
Ms.
O’Donnell
provided
participants
with
an
are similar. Generally, employers
CarswellOnt
6561 methods
provides
their private lives.
comprehensively
covered effective
for thean
overview of timely information in respect of the new
Rule show a link between the offmust
implementation
of
e-discovery
strategies,
including
the
right
example of off-duty conduct which
governing proportionality within the discovery process. This
questions to ask during examinations or client interviews,
duty conduct and the workplace. For
resulted in dismissal.
The onus
was
on the program
employer
dynamic
and interactive
providedto
participants with
how to prepare targeted requests for emails, metadata and
example, that the off-duty conduct
advice, tips
anddiscipline
strategies forfor
understanding
demonstrate
that
off-duty the practical
electronically stored information, and how to conserve
application of the proportionality Rule, what evidence
has issignificantly affected employer’s
In when
September
2012, the
greivorwith conduct was warranted. On the facts
resources
preserving documents
in connection
required, and what the courts will expect when proportionality
ability to manage the operation or
litigation.
attended a Toronto District School
of the iscase,
the arbitrator accepted the
in issue.
workforce, or that it has harmed the
Board (TBSB) school – off duty - to
employer’s position that the grievor’s
The materials from this program are available for purchase
The materials from this program are available for general
purchase reputation of the business.
pick up her 13 year-old daughter.
clearly harmed the TDSB’s
($35.00 for ILCO members; $50.00 for non-members). Pleaseconduct
($35.00 for ILCO members; $50.00 for non-members). Please
When
she arrived,
the
thought
reputation
and
as such
discipline
contact
Leslie-Ann
Reynolds at
thegrievor
ILCO head
ofﬁce for details
contact
Leslie-Ann
Reynolds
at the ILCOwas
head ofﬁce for details
In an effort to prevent such
(leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca).
(leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca).
that a 14 year-old male student
appropriate (Millhaven Fibres Ltd.
situations, expectations for off-duty
had been bullying her daughter.
Millhaven
Works, and
Oil, Chemical
Congratulations
to Stacey
Leadbetter ofand
Gowling Laﬂeur
Congratulations to Cathy Stallone of Cassels Brock & Blackwell
conduct should be clearly set out
Anwonaltercation
which was
Atomic Henderson
WorkersLLPInt’l
Local9-670
who Union,
won the great
door prize.
LLP who
the great doorensued,
prize.
in employment policies, along with
recorded by student bystanders and
(1967)). As to whether dismissal was the
consequences for conduct
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario (ILCO)
that is potentially damaging
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario (ILCO)
can accommodate business meetings for large or
Education Centre can accomodate business
to the employer’s brand
small groups
meetings for large or small groups
and reputation. Employers
WE OFFER:
should incorporate such
ILCO’s Education Centre
• Location – in the heart of the ﬁnancial district of
policies into employment
Toronto
room
is for
Rent!
is for
Rent!
agreements, or have the
• Bright and spacious room – various seating plans
employee sign off on
available including a classroom setting
• Modern audio-visual equipment
the policies or codes of
• Motorized drop-down screen and ceiling mounted
conduct. Policies should
LCD projector
also address and describe
• Adjustable lighting system
the limitations for use
• DVD, VHS., CD capabilities
• Lapel microphones
of social media for both
• Washable white-boards and writing tools
personal and professional
accounts.
PERFECT FOR:

Education Review

PROFESSIONAL
AND FLEXIBLE
BUSINESS
SPACE
CONVENIENT
LOCATION
AND CLOSE
TOM5C
UNION
20 Adelaide
St. East, Suite
502, Toronto,
Ontario
2T6 STATION
For details regarding availability and pricing contact 416-214-6252
416-214-6252
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Training and professional development programs
Examinations, mediations and arbitrations
“Lunch and Learns”
Breakfast meetings
Board meetings
Annual General Meetings

ILCO wishes to thank
Meaghan S. Hughes
of Cox & Palmer for
permitting ILCO to
reprint the article
published June 8, 2015.

Law Clerks’ Review, May 2011 •
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Group Home & Auto Insurance

This exclusive Insurance Program is only offered by Rai Grant Insurance Brokers through Economical Select
Members benefit from a group savings on their individual Home and Auto insurance policies.

Savings include coverages on:
Home Insurance

Coverage for wherever you call home: Detached and Semi Detached, Condo, Seasonal Dwelling, Rented Dwelling and much more

Auto Insurance

Protect your vehicle, motorcycle, motorhome, ATV, boat and more.

Take advantage of your preferred employee benefits and save money by calling
Rai Grant Insurance Brokers at 905-475-5800 or toll free at 1-800-561-6195 or Email: groupservice@raigrantinsurance.com

GROUP AUTO AND
HOME INSURANCE
Prizes may not be exactly as shown.

Discover the savings you may get on quality auto and home insurance and be entered for a chance
to WIN one of six new vehicles or a $100 gas card. Visit selectsweepstakes.com for more details.

Call for a quote.
905-475-5800

The Economical brand includes the following property and casualty insurance companies: Economical Mutual Insurance Company, Perth Insurance Company, Waterloo Insurance Company, The Missisquoi Insurance Company, Federation Insurance Company of Canada.
Economical Select® is underwritten by Waterloo Insurance Company. Due to government insurance plans, Economical Select does not offer auto insurance in British Columbia, Saskatchewan or Manitoba. Economical Select does not offer insurance in Newfoundland
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You’re Hired! Oops, Take That Back, You’re Fired!
Lisa Gallivan and Alison Strachan
Stewart McKelvey

This proceeding arises from a dispute regarding the dismissal of the plaintiff ..., as the Chief Administrative Officer (“CAO”) for
the defendant, the City of Williams Lake (the “City”). Pursuant to the agreement reached by the parties, the commencement
date of his employment was to be March 1, 2013. An unusual aspect of this case is that on February 27, 2013, prior to the
commencement of Mr. DeGagne’s employment, the City terminated his contract of employment. (Emphasis added)
Madam Justice Dardi in DeGagne v. City of Williams Lake 2015 BCSC 816

What happened?
In this case, the employee was hired as a CAO of the City of Williams Lake and scheduled to start work on March 1,
2013. On February 27, 2013, the employer terminated his contract. In other words, the employee was fired before he ever
started employment. Why? The termination letter said that the decision was a result of communications from the employee
regarding a labour dispute that left council lacking “confidence that you will be able to exercise the sound judgment Council
is looking for in its CAO”. What was the concerning communication? The employee had suggested a private meeting with
the union president to establish trust and determine what it might take to resolve some outstanding issues between the
City and the union. The Human Resource Manager, who received this email, was “concerned” about the proposed meeting
and brought it to the attention of the Acting CAO who viewed this approach as “potentially very damaging to the ongoing
negotiations” and felt that a one-on-one meeting with the union president could undermine the negotiation team.
That said, the court concluded that the City’s decision resulted, at least in part, from the contents of an unsigned “anonymous
letter” that the Mayor received after he issued a press release announcing the employee’s hire. That letter was “highly critical
of Mr. DeGagne’s performance” as the CAO of another town.
At trial, the issue was whether the employee was entitled to damages for termination during the first year of employment
under the Letter Agreement (six months), or, as the City argued, entitled to damages based on the termination during the
probationary period language of the Letter Agreement (one month).

What did the Court do?
The court found that the employee was entitled to six months’ notice and rejected the City’s argument to pay based on the
lower probationary clause saying:
I reject the City’s submission that because Mr. DeGagne had agreed to a one-month notice period during the probationary
period he could not reasonably have anticipated that he would be entitled to a greater severance payment if the employment
contract was terminated before he commenced employment. During any probationary period the employer is obliged to act
in good faith in the assessment of a probationary employee’s suitability for the permanent position
... I note that paragraph 3 of the Letter Agreement itself contemplates an informal review at three months, followed by a
formal review in six months. In my view, it would be most unjust to impose a reduced obligation for severance without any
corresponding obligation of the employer to assess in good faith Mr. DeGagne’s suitability for the position during an actual
probationary period of employment.
What was the rationale for relying on the six months’ notice during the first year of the Letter Agreement? The court said:
In any case, I have concluded that on a plain and ordinary reading of Clause 8(C)(2) of the Letter Agreement, Mr. DeGagne is
entitled to six months’ notice of termination, his employment having been terminated “during the first year of the Agreement”.
(emphasis added) There is no ambiguity in the Clause. While it is unusual to be dismissed prior to having commenced work,
in this case the specific term for six months’ notice applied during the first year of the agreement. I am satisfied, on reading
the whole of the Letter Agreement, that Mr. DeGagne was entitled to six months’ notice, or pay in lieu, if his employment
contract was terminated outside of the probationary period, and within one year from the date of the Letter Agreement,
January 31, 2013.
The court went on to say that even if the Letter Agreement did not apply, the employee was entitled to reasonable notice of
Continued on Page 15
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.....Continued from Page 14

termination. The court noted that the employee was 57 years old, held a senior administrative position with a starting salary
of $130,500, had more than 25 years of experience in similar positions, and that he and his partner had relocated to Williams
Lake in anticipation of his new position. In those circumstances, the court found, he was entitled to reasonable notice of six
months.

What does this mean for employers?
This is an unusual case. Rarely does an employer issue a contract of employment and terminate before the employee actually
starts work. So, what should an employer do in such a situation? For starters, decisions to terminate before or after an
employee commences work should not be made without full investigation of all circumstances.
How can liability be minimized in such situations? The first year of employment is typically the “testing” period of a new hire
notwithstanding what is set forth in the probationary period. In some cases, issues may surface only after the probationary
period ends.
Carefully consider whether the notice period you are offering in the first year of employment is a good business decision and
one that you are willing to accept and pay should you need to terminate for any reason
ILCO wishes to thank Lisa Gallivan and Allison Strachan for permitting ILCO to reprint this article.

Canada’s Litigation Technology
and eDiscovery Conference
Now in its eighth year, Technology in Practice 2015
is coming to the Four Seasons Hotel in Toronto from
November 4-6, 2015. This highly-rated and well-attended
conference will include:

• Practical and educational Canadian and international content
• Technology Showcase featuring “Leaders” in Gartner’s Magic
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• Prominent guest speakers and industry experts
• And much more…
Join us for a lineup of speakers, content and intimate networking
opportunities that are guaranteed to have you walk away
energized with the knowledge and personal connections that
will allow you to immediately impact and enhance the way
you manage information and evidence.

Early Bird Available*. Register Now!
Two-Day Conference & Hotel starting at $1295.

Special Offer for ILCO Members
Save 25% on current Registration Rates!

For full details go to www.technologyinpractice.ca
*Early Bird available until August 31st, 2015.
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To take advantage of this exclusive offer, enter ILCO
in the promotional code field when registering.
Offer valid until August 31st, 2015.
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ILCO is pleased to welcome the following upgrades and new members
June 1, 2015

Students:
Brittany Bartlett
Jennifer Bhola
Courtney Eyre
Reba Fredericks
Jennifer Freedman
Nova Garvey
Lori Isnor-Dobrocki

Patricia Julian
Christina Kontogiannis
Sarah Lamere
Julie Mitchell
Tanya Morrison
Kaitlyn Nevill
Florence Quarm
Sara Shafaat
Natalie Vaughan

WELCOME MEMBERS
Ordinary:
Jennifer Ramsay
Bennett Jones LLP

Associates:
Carolyn Kong (UG)
Toshiba of Canada Limited

ILCO would like to introduce our new team
Kelly Logan
Anne Marie MacIntosh
Stella De Billy

General Manager
Education Coordinator
Membership Cordinator

We are all looking forward to servicing our ILCO members
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE

EVENT

2015-07-29

Review for the Estates Examination of June 2, 2015

2015-10-09

Estates Alternate Exam Registration Deadline

2015-10-31

Estates Alternate Exam

2015-10-16

Corporate Alternate Exam Registration Deadline

2015-11-07

Corporate Alternate Exam

ABOUT ILCO
ILCO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JOB HOTLINE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Lisa Matchim

Information on current employment
opportunities is available at the ILCO
website www.ilco.on.ca

Are you moving? Don’t miss a single
issue of the Law Clerks’ Review.
Forward your new mailing address to:

For information on placing an advertisement
please contact ILCO at 416.214.6252 or by
email to reception@ilco.on.ca

The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6

President & Chair
Certification

Rana Mirdawi

Vice President and Secretary

Rose Kottis

Registrar and Co-Chair Conference

Monique Jacob

Co-Chair Public Relations and
Chair Governance

Anna Traer

Co-Chair Newsletter

Suzanne VanSligtenhorst
Co-Chair Education

Margaret Tsetsakos

Co-Chair Public Relations and
Co-Chair Conference

Ian Curry

The Law Clerks’ Review welcomes
advertising for law-related businesses.
For information on advertising in the Law
Clerks’ Review contact ILCO at 416.214.6252
or email to reception@ilco.on.ca

Co-Chair Public Relations

Christopher Poirier

Co-Chair Newsletter and Co-Chair CLE

Zadiha Iqbal

Co-Chair CLE and Co-Chair
Education

or by email to: reception@ilco.on.ca
or by fax to: 416.214.6255

ADVERTISE IN THE LAW
CLERKS’ REVIEW!

Our mailing address is:
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6

The views expressed in articles,
correspondence, etc. are those of
the writer(s) and do not necessarily
represent the views of ILCO.
The Board reserves the right to edit all
submissions. All submissions must be
signed.

Remember to join us on our social media pages for further information
regarding ILCO events and seminars:
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Due diligence
searches keep
getting faster
and easier
We continue to enhance our due diligence solution to be
faster and even easier. Experience dramatically improved
searching and workflow features – including powerful new
automated tools. As your one-stop legal support solution,
we even provide guidance along the way to give you the
confidence that you haven’t missed a thing.
Structure your deal efficiently with unrivalled new due diligence features
More real time reports – Alberta, British Columbia, and Quebec profiles to
name a few.
Customized PPSA delivery information – Specify the person who is
to receive each PPSA certificate, the ultimate in flexibility.
Express solutions and templates – Our new Express Order allows you
to order the most requested searches quickly and efficiently.
Tips and guidance to make sure it’s done right – We validate your work at
every step along the way, including recommending which reports to order
to meet the due-diligence needs of your particular deal.
Stored client information eliminates re-keying – Use new “shortcuts” to
get to search templates quickly. Simply select your specific search request,
add the name to be searched, and check out.
Searches when you need them – Prepare your search requirements ahead
of time and request post-dated searches. Your searches will be ready to
proceed when the time is right for you.

Keep the deal moving with Carswell Legal Solutions.
Learn more at www.carswelllegalsolutions.com/duediligence
Call 1-800-267-0183
In Quebec: 1-800-668-0668
In Toronto: 416-306-3070
Email: cyberbahn.info@thomsonreuters.com
00217ZR-A40437

